Return Authorization Number ..........................................................................................................................................................................................

Your Name........................................................................................................................................................................................................

Please be sure to package your return for shipping as shown in illustration below. Use the checklist that follows to ensure safe delivery.

☐ 1. Remove lug nuts or bolts and discard. Loose hardware in the package can damage the wheel.

☐ 2. If center caps are on wheels, secure with TAPE. A loose cap can irreparably damage a wheel’s finish during shipping. Secure the center cap onto the wheel with tape. Ensure that any spoke inserts or other loose parts are carefully packaged to avoid possible damage to the wheel in transit.

☐ 3. Place one (1) FOAM SHEET on the face of wheels and layer all CARDBOARD ROUNDS as illustrated below. Wrap them tightly with TAPE, a minimum of 6 times. Crisscross tape in a similar way to original banding material.

☐ 4. Attach clearly addressed shipping label(s) and/or UPS Return Service Labels to each individual package.

☐ 5. Obtain a Return Authorization Number (RA#) from our Customer Service Department at (800) 913-5994. Write RA# on address label on EVERY package.

UPS Insurance Does NOT Cover Damage Due to Improper Packaging.

Prepare each tire and wheel for shipping exactly as illustrated.

Each tire and wheel package contains 8 cardboard rounds, 4 foam sheets and 1 roll of tape.

Please include a copy of this Return Authorization Form with your shipment. Keep the original for your files. If you have any questions please call at (800) 913-5994.

This return shipment carefully packaged by ..................................................................................................................................................

(YOUR NAME)